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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
[CW: food,diet] 2 hrs to #MigraineChat! Always relevant, but in prep for the holidays, we’re chatting
#migraine and diet with Alicia (@thedizzycook). Chat tips and questions are posted here:
https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop See you soon! 

Rachel @hortonrachel_ 
RT @beth_morton: [CW: food,diet] 2 hrs to #MigraineChat! Always relevant, but in prep for the
holidays, we’re chatting #migraine and die… 

Kristin   mini2z(zee) @mini2z 
RT @beth_morton: [CW: food,diet] 2 hrs to #MigraineChat! Always relevant, but in prep for the
holidays, we’re chatting #migraine and die… 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
RT @beth_morton: [CW: food,diet] 2 hrs to #MigraineChat! Always relevant, but in prep for the
holidays, we’re chatting #migraine and die… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining me today. I hope you’re doing as well
as possible. If it’s your first time joining, take a moment to review the chat tips:
https://t.co/H4nctDmWut 

Christmas Jenn  @jlms_qkw 
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining me today. I hope
you’re doing as well as possible. If it’s… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Who is here today? If you want, introduce yourself in a way you feel comfortable. I’m Beth, your
#MigraineChat host. I'm already hunkering down for winter hibernation and a little bitter about it.

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
My co-host today is Alicia Wolf, better known as The Dizzy Cook (@thedizzycook). Alicia is the author
of the bestselling cookbook “The Dizzy Cook” which documents her journey with vestibular migraine
and has over 90 delicious and migraine friendly recipes. #MigraineChat 

Alex B @AlexDesignsIt 
@beth_morton Hi all! I'm new to #MigraineChat, but not new to migraines. First migraine with visual
aura at age 16, now 32 and finally getting botox for migraines after years of failed treatment options. 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton Hey guys! Happy to be here on #MigraineChat to help you with any migraine diet,
cooking, and food related questions (and maybe some VM ones too!!). 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
While intros continue, 2 rules for clarity. Please **always**: (1) include #MigraineChat in tweets to
make following the conversation easier & include them in the transcript. (2) start your reply w/A1, A2,
etc. corresponding to the Q number (e.g., Q1 A1) or quote tweet. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Reminders: (1) Twitter is public, so keep that in mind as you answer. (2) Please don’t use GIFs or
flashing media, as they can be a #migraine trigger. #MigraineChat 

Get vaccinated *if you can* @MyTwinMN 
RT @beth_morton: My co-host today is Alicia Wolf, better known as The Dizzy Cook
(@thedizzycook). Alicia is the author of the bestselling… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
This month we’re talking about diet and migraine. If this topic is not something you don’t want to see in
your feed, I recommend muting #MigraineChat for the next hour. For participants, use content
warnings at your discretion [CW]. /1 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Like our last topic, sleep, this is another complex one. Newer research suggests foods aren’t so much
migraine triggers as we crave them in the early stages of attacks. #MigraineChat /2
https://t.co/DLS8AqJrtH 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Other research has shown certain diets can improve migraine. There’s just a lack of good research on
diet & migraine, likely bc of interest & methodological challenges. So, let’s talk about how diet affects
our migraine (& vice versa). /3 #MigraineChat https://t.co/rqpyuG2Ygw 

Laura @LitUpMyMind 
I'm Laura from Denver. I'm a #tbisurvivor & Advocate with chronic migraine. I share the many
resources that have helped me over the yrs on my website https://t.co/GrNjlZKGcx Excited to be here.
#migrainechat 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton I'm Alicia - was diagnosed with chronic vestibular migraine about 5 years ago. Went to
episodic about 3 years ago and now trying to navigate post IVF and postpartum changes!
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q1. Do you see a correlation between your #migraine attacks and what you eat or drink (i.e., are
these a trigger and/or does migraine influence cravings)? #MigraineChat https://t.co/Owo75ZgKi1 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton A1. For me, there’s two types of correlations - the first just feeling miserable overall
because I just haven’t eaten well over a period of time. The other with a clear, specific food trigger.
#MigraineChat 

Jessica @Schwinnjessica 
@beth_morton I am Jessica resting up as I fractured my ankle last week and have surgery tomorrow.
Reminding my friends @munson_jo and @MelanatedSamus that #MigraineChat is today. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@Schwinnjessica Oh no! I'm glad you are here and I hope surgery goes well. #MigraineChat 

Christmas Jenn  @jlms_qkw 
@beth_morton A1 #MigraineChat low blood sugar is a big trigger. Otherwise it's more nuanced.
Certain foods trigger sometimes but not always. Cold food/drink can trigger. 
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Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A1: I have a couple food/drink triggers that are easy to avoid. If I eat a really big meal,
my POTS crashes me which will trigger a pain flare. And I crave chocolate in prodrome.
#MigraineChat 

Jessica @Schwinnjessica 
@beth_morton Thank you! I'd say waiting for surgery is the hardest part #MigraineChat 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton Hmm this is interesting. I definitely didn't ever crave yogurt or nuts, which continue to
be triggers for me even after being episodic. I can see this more for chocolate. #MigraineChat 

Get vaccinated *if you can* @MyTwinMN 
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining me today. I hope
you’re doing as well as possible. If it’s… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A1. Most of my answer will come with Q2. No cravings and as far as triggers, food has been tough for
me to untangle. Unless I have an immediate reaction, I don’t tend to call foods or drinks a migraine
trigger. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q2. If foods/drinks are a #migraine attack trigger, how did you discover the pattern(s) - elimination
diets, migraine tracking apps, or another way? [Some of you already covered this.} #MigraineChat
https://t.co/u1JG8mj9h2 

Laura @LitUpMyMind 
A1 This is incredibly difficult for me. Once I identify a trigger it seems to actually be something else &
not the food. Like a vicious & never ending circle. How do you identify the beginning trigger when you
have multiple headache issues at once? #migrainechat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@AceOnFire77 @beth_morton Artificial sweeteners are instant pain for me too. Same with Stevia.
#MigraineChat 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton I'm the same way. I've read they can present up to 72 hours, but unless it's within that
day, in my own experience, it's more of a trigger stacking thing vs. a clear food trigger. #MigraineChat 

Jessica @Schwinnjessica 
A1. Alcohol and red wine can definitely trigger my migraines. Sometimes spicy food can trigger a
migraine. I also think my migraines do influence cravings but I haven't nailed down exactly what they
are yet #MigraineChat 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton A2. I had to do an elimination diet. It wasn’t until I started feeling better that I could
really tell what my triggers were. Initially I felt miserable all the time, so I suspected all foods were a
trigger...which was frustrating. I just needed to give it time. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A2.1: I tried an elimination diet when my attacks became chronic and I was out of other ideas. I was
familiar with the strategy because I also have IBS and had tried an elimination diet (low FODMAP)
that worked well to manage my IBS symptoms. #MigraineChat 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A2.2: I knew it could be challenging to make such big dietary shifts, so I worked with a registered
dietician to make sure I was getting everything I needed in my diet in other ways and to help figure out
reintroduction of foods. #MigraineChat 

Christmas Jenn  @jlms_qkw 
@beth_morton A1 #MigraineChat My migraines want me to eat starchy carbs. Every single time. I'm a
carb junkie anyway. I usually make it a protein-based starchy carbs (mashed potatoes with milk) for
blood sugar stability. 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A2: my mom noticed when I was a kid that I had an attack every time I ate anything
with tomatoes. My pain reaction to artificial sweeteners & champagne happen swiftly enough that I
could figure it out. I tried an elimination diet once & it was awful. #MigraineChat 

Jessica @Schwinnjessica 
A2. I discovered red wine, alcohol, and spicy foods can be triggers through pure lived experience. My
mom who also suffers from migraines has the same issues with alcohol and red wine. #MigraineChat 

munson_jo @munson_jo 
@beth_morton Hey! I’m Jo! Teacher and mom of three kiddos! #MigraineChat 

Laura @LitUpMyMind 
@thedizzycook @beth_morton Did you try eliminating one thing at a time for a specific period of time?
How did you track your progress? #migrainechat 

munson_jo @munson_jo 
A1: absolutely! I have never really enjoyed chocolate because it’s a trigger for me, as I’ve gotten older
alcohol and sugar in sweets has started to give me migraines  

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q3. Did you make dietary changes to eliminate those triggers? How much did/does that help lower
your #migraine threshold or prevent #migraine attacks? #MigraineChat https://t.co/WrUXTQcqbA 

munson_jo @munson_jo 
A2: #MigraineChat I did a food diary when I was 11 and started getting migraines. Now I try and
remember what I ate in the 24 hours before a migraine starts. 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@beth_morton Hello! Just got done with my Vyepti infusion & joining in. I’m Diana. I’ve lived w/
#migraine since age 6 and #ChronicMigraine since 2003. I have a 7 yo daughter and an attorney, but
unable to work. The food topic is such a conundrum for me bc I’m also diabetic.#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A3. Eliminating foods didn’t make a difference for me. Because my symptoms are constant & knowing
food/drinks can trigger attacks hrs to days after, adding/subtracting foods & seeing patterns was hard.
I only call something a trigger if I have an immediate attack. #MigraineChat

Laura @LitUpMyMind 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. Did you make dietary changes to eliminate those triggers? How much
did/does that help lower your #migraine threshold… 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@LitUpMyMind @beth_morton I did it all at once. I don't think I could've been able to tell one at a time
cause my dizziness was constant, although yogurt gave me vertigo. This is what I followed. I kept a
journal, but it was easy to tell when I was feeling better. #MigraineChat https://t.co/jI32jUy4bX 
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Laura @LitUpMyMind 
Have any of you eliminated coffee or caffeine altogether? #migrainechat 

Linz  @KnightLife99 
@beth_morton Hi everyone A1 #migrainechat I have so many triggers but food isn’t one, alcohol
definitely is but not drinks like coffee 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@dianaelee Hi Diana! Multiple restrictive diets are hard... and sometimes conflicting! #MigraineChat 

Linz 💚 @KnightLife99 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. Did you make dietary changes to eliminate those triggers? How much
did/does that help lower your #migraine threshold… 

Christmas Jenn 🔥 🐑 @jlms_qkw 
@beth_morton I've done an elimination diet twice for migraines and it was inconclusive in general. I
ate rice for a few days (5?) and added foods back one new food every three days for one of them. It's
still red wine & rum for sure, others only sometimes. A2 #MigraineChat 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton I have quite a few readers with issues to tomatoes. I'm sorry to hear
your experience was awful. Mine wasn't great at the beginning which made me realize The Dizzy
Cook was needed! #MigraineChat 

Jessica @Schwinnjessica 
A3. I rarely drink alcohol and stay away entirely from red wine. I think mostly staying away from those
helps lower the amount of migraines I have. If I eat spicy food I just try to be prepared to take my
Imatrex if necessary. #MigraineChat 

munson_jo @munson_jo 
Oh also #MigraineChat !! 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton A3 (1/5). I initially tried Whole30 and that didn’t work, which I later discovered nuts to
be a huge trigger for me so now I know why. A lot of my food triggers ended up being things I ate daily
- nuts, yogurt, caffeine, and even avocado was a mild one for me. #MigraineChat 

Linz 💚 @KnightLife99 
@LitUpMyMind A3 I’ve tried made no difference #migrainechat, I’ve had chronic migraine for over 10
years 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton A3 (2/5). I followed the Heal Your Headache (HYH) diet. I liked that it was endorsed by
Johns Hopkins, even if there wasn’t a lot of scientific evidence for it. I was at the point where I
would’ve eaten kale everyday of my life if it would make me feel better. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@Schwinnjessica Alcohol is such a common one. Have you tried the wine wands? I think Alicia has a
blog post about them (@thedizzycook). #MigraineChat 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton A3 (3/5). It took me about 2 months to even realize my vertigo was gone because I still
felt dizzy everyday. But after about 4 months I started to see moments of relief. Then around 6-8
months I was probably 95% dizzy-free. That’s when I reintroduced foods I missed. #MigraineChat 

butternutsquash3281 @Sweepea27 
@beth_morton I’m Rachel, had migraines since I was 12. I have hempelgic and occipital migraines
chronically. And I’m kinda bummed spooky season is over #migrainechat 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton A3 (4/5). Overall I have a ton of freedom with my diet but sometimes I still go back to
basics if I know I have a lot of outside triggers I can’t control - like stress or lack of sleep with the baby.
It has helped me stay off of daily medications to this day. #MigraineChat 

Linz 💚 @KnightLife99 
RT @beth_morton: A3. Eliminating foods didn’t make a difference for me. Because my symptoms are
constant & knowing food/drinks can trigge… 
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Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton A3 (5/5) It’s a shame to see some be so negative about a treatment that was part of
me getting my life back. I get daily messages from readers who have weaned off meds or are out
running marathons! Even if it is anecdotal, it has definitely worked for some of us. #MigraineChat 

munson_jo @munson_jo 
A3: sugary sweets as a trigger is a new thing for me so I’ve been slowly avoiding them (of course near
Halloween  ♀  ♀ ). I’m also a hobby baker so trying to adjust recipes to avoid sugar. When I am
avoiding trigger foods I rarely get migraines #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@jlms_qkw @thedizzycook @MaeNena73 It's probably individual, but nightshades are high histamine
(peppers, eggplant, tomatoes). So for some it might be all, others just some. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A3: I avoid some triggers completely because it takes so little of them to inflict pain. I
generally avoid tomatoes because it can be the inflection point after other triggers (e.g. weather). But
if I pre-medicate on a low threshold day, I can enjoy my lasagna. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@AceOnFire77 That is good know, but they sneak artificial sweetener in so many things you have to
be careful, right? #MigraineChat 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@jlms_qkw @MaeNena73 @beth_morton They are also high in natural glutamate. So if you're
extremely MSG sensitive that can be an issue. #MigraineChat 

Laura @LitUpMyMind 
@jlms_qkw Yeah, I seem to get some benefits from it, but other times I wonder if it's detrimental.
#migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@jlms_qkw Yeah, the fact that many triggers only sometimes is a trigger is frustrating, right? It's that
whole trigger stacking or bucket theory idea. Are you familiar with that? #MigraineChat 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@KnightLife99 @beth_morton @Schwinnjessica It can depend on the type of wine and also the wine
wands can help. I generally stay away from Cabernets but can do Pinots - I have some good info
here. Just depends on how much you want to test it! #MigraineChat https://t.co/MJ5ju3bUaw 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q4. Are there are any foods/drinks that seem to help you manage your migraine attacks or increase
your #migraine threshold? #MigraineChat https://t.co/XLGwNTjvvi 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton @jlms_qkw @thedizzycook For me, it's just tomatoes. Interestingly, I also react to
multivitamins with lycopene in them (a key nutrient in tomatoes), so that may be the trigger for me. I'm
glad it's not peppers because I love those. lol #MigraineChat 

Christmas Jenn 🔥 🐑 @jlms_qkw 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton So many commercial tomato products have sweetener in them, it's
disappointing. #MigraineChat 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton A4. (1/3) Ginger is one. I also just saw a new study about cinnamon for migraine
prevention. So load up on those PSL’s ladies (decaf for me!). But seriously, people swear by this
smoothie for attacks. https://t.co/0MG08KoEBd #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@thedizzycook @KnightLife99 @Schwinnjessica Thank you! #MigraineChat 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton A4 (2/3). @thedizzydoc and I are currently writing a book that combines the science
behind certain foods for brain health with delicious recipes and how to grocery shop. It’s going to be
awesome for those who want to know what you can eat for migraine prevention. #MigraineChat 

Christmas Jenn 🔥 🐑 @jlms_qkw 
@beth_morton Yes, trigger stacking. #MigraineChat There's a running count in the back of my mind. 
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Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton @thedizzydoc A4 (3/3). I know food lists can seem overwhelming...at the end of the
day the best thing you can do is make food at home. If you can find a way to fall in love with cooking &
limit pre-packaged foods, which is hard to do with migraine, you’ll feel better overall. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@LitUpMyMind @jlms_qkw I have to come back this. I've probably got a thread on it, so I'll try to
remember to search after we wrap up #MigraineChat 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@Schwinnjessica @beth_morton I get that! Here's another one on the wine wands and how to use
them specifically for migraine (It's different than what's on the package). #MigraineChat
https://t.co/6QYeW14Glf 

Linz 💚 @KnightLife99 
RT @thedizzycook: @KnightLife99 @beth_morton @Schwinnjessica It can depend on the type of
wine and also the wine wands can help. I generall… 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A4: I've noticed all my intake of electrolytes for POTS keeps my baseline migraine
down too. Ginger tea seems to help, both in easing nausea & in bringing an increasing pain level back
down to baseline. Sometimes, a bit of sweets helps, especially honey. #MigraineChat 

Christmas Jenn 🔥 🐑 @jlms_qkw 
@beth_morton A4 #MigraineChat a well-balanced diet with complex carbs, enough protein, and fruits
and veggies for anti-oxidants. Oddly, a B vitamin with magnesium can help manage symptoms and
threshold and it was a totally accidentally discovery. 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@Schwinnjessica @KnightLife99 @beth_morton I hope they help!! I was a big wine collector before I
got sick, so I really researched it because I wanted to be able to enjoy it again! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@jlms_qkw Always, right? What's the weather? Is it my period? How did I sleep? We log these things
unconsciously and make decisions about other things that might be triggers or medications or
activities, etc. Exhausting! #MigraineChat

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton I have a nomato sauce in my new book that I hope you will LOVE. You
might have to test it out for me. I used as a sub for lasagna one night and we might never go back to
regular marinara. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@AceOnFire77 @Schwinnjessica There is. I can find studies. But IBS is a migraine comorbidity. I'll
flag this for after we wrap up #MigraineChat, too. 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@serenity67 @beth_morton @thedizzydoc Oh my gosh the sodium in them is crazy. You are so
right....really tough for Meniere's patients! #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton Hi, I'm late as usual. Joining from my porch in Florida, where the weather has just
stopped being beastly hot & humid. I've had migraine for 20+ years. Now I also have #MCAS and
attendant problems like #IBS, so food is complicated. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q5. How do you handle dietary limitations (for #migraine or other conditions) when socializing,
traveling, etc? #MigraineChat https://t.co/ISyN9BytVD 

Christmas Jenn 🔥 🐑 @jlms_qkw 
@beth_morton Yes, always. "Changes in the air" is my single biggest trigger (ok and hormones) and
everything else has to be balanced against that. #MigraineChat 

Jill Starley-Grainger @WordsByJill
@beth_morton A1. Eliminating alcohol helped - any alcohol. Red wine, white wine, gin, vodka, etc. I
was never a big drinker anyway, but it got to the point where even a single glass of wine or G&T could
lead to a migraine. Since I stopped drinking, they've reduced. #MigraineChat 

butternutsquash3281 @Sweepea27 
@beth_morton A1 I have to stay away from artificial sweeteners other then that food is not a trigger
for me. #migrainechat 
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Jill Starley-Grainger @WordsByJill
@beth_morton A1. No food has ever been a trigger, at least not that I could tell and I did try to note it,
but I often crave salty food pre-migraine. #MigraineChat 

munson_jo @munson_jo 
A4: okay this is where I am so eye roll. Water! I need to drink water consistently to avoid migraines. I
accidentally dehydrated myself pp with my first son because of PPA and had a hard time with
migraines during that time #MigraineChat

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton Here is that study: https://t.co/v5HZlngQOj. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@OneSickVet Yep, a few of us here juggle multiple comorbidities which makes diet super fun when
they have competing demands! But welcome! #MigraineChat 

Linz 💚 @KnightLife99 
RT @beth_morton: Q4. Are there are any foods/drinks that seem to help you manage your migraine
attacks or increase your #migraine threshold… 

butternutsquash3281 @Sweepea27 
@beth_morton A2: I noticed every time I ate something with artificial sweeteners in it I would get a
horrible migraine. So I eliminated. #migrainechat 

Christmas Jenn 🔥 🐑 @jlms_qkw 
@beth_morton A5 #MigraineChat some of my worst migraines are during travel - so many disruptions
to blood sugar plus changes in the air. PB/Crackers or nuts can help but sometimes it is a lost cause.
Hot tea in flight can help though. 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton A5 (1/4). In my book I just say to try to be mindful of your choices. If you’re on
vacation, you don’t have to completely restrict but I can’t help you if you’re 5 mai tais in and doing the
hula down the beach. #MigraineChat 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton A5 (2/4). Unfortunately sometimes that means we suffer the consequences. I spent a
day in bed after a food tour of Barcelona with tons of aged cheese, meat, vermouth, and chocolate.
That day it was worth it. Other times, it’s not. #MigraineChat 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton A5 (3/4). I love to have cooking parties with my friends. We all get together and I show
them how to make a recipe. A good recipe is a good recipe whether it’s migraine friendly or not. I find
it’s easy to get family on board as long as the food is good. #MigraineChat 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton A5 4/4. Planning ahead helps. I bring my own food on airplanes, or sometimes to
friends' houses. When travel or social events fill my trigger bucket, it’s so helpful to be able to keep it
lower with better food choices. I also have more energy this way. #MigraineChat 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton I have a post with some tips for traveling with vestibular migraine here:
https://t.co/bbOzBGILDn #MigraineChat 

Christmas Jenn 🔥 🐑 @jlms_qkw 
RT @thedizzycook: @beth_morton I have a post with some tips for traveling with vestibular migraine
here: https://t.co/bbOzBGILDn #MigraineC… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@thedizzycook This is when I wish I lived closer! #MigraineChat 

Jill Starley-Grainger @WordsByJill
@beth_morton A2. I tried elimination diets. No difference with anything - except alcohol. I was never a
big drinker. But I'd go a couple of weeks without booze, and my migraines would reduce, then one
cocktail, wine or beer and boom, a migraine would come on within a few hours. #MigraineChat 

A. E. @AceOnFire77 
@beth_morton With not having artificial sweeteners, I think I've limited the attacks. I didn't consume
much of it, but as a diabetic, it may have caused a problem. So it is good for me to know that it can
exacerbate a condition #MigraineChat 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A5. If I’m traveling for a while, I’ll try to stay somewhere that has at least a fridge and microwave, then
buy foods that are safe for breakfast and lunch. For a dinner out, I scope the menu and look for easily
modifiable dishes, then warn servers of my triggers. #MigraineChat 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@LitUpMyMind @beth_morton It's good to remember other people's triggers are not always your
triggers. I have no issue with tomatoes or sweeteners. If you wanted to start, try saving some recipes
you like from https://t.co/7jY2axouP5 which might help without feeling too overwhelmed/restricted
#MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A5: not eating tomatoes around an Italian family is...not fun. lol In terms of socializing,
alcohol being a trigger isn't an issue. When traveling, I avoid all food/drink triggers because my bucket
is already pretty full from travel triggers. #MigraineChat 

Jill Starley-Grainger @WordsByJill
@beth_morton A3. Stopping alcohol reduced my migraines by at least 50%. Before, I was getting
them for 3 days at least weekly. After a year off the booze, I was down to one migraine a month, which
has remained steady. It's annoying, but I hate migraines more than I love beer. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@munson_jo If you want, you can also search #MigraineChat and "Botox" to see a couple of threads
where this came up in the past. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @thedizzycook: @beth_morton I have a post with some tips for traveling with vestibular migraine
here: https://t.co/bbOzBGILDn #MigraineC… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @thedizzycook: @beth_morton A5 4/4. Planning ahead helps. I bring my own food on airplanes,
or sometimes to friends' houses. When travel… 

munson_jo @munson_jo 
Oh hey! As I participate in #MigraineChat I want to make sure followers of mine who might be
unaware know- This month the topic is food, that can be a hard subject for a lot of people. Please
know diet culture or the idea of good/bad food is not welcome here. 

Jill Starley-Grainger @WordsByJill
@beth_morton Caffeine is hugely beneficial at the start or during one. Occasionally, a strong coffee
can stop the migraine altogether. But even when I have the migraine, strong coffee combined with the
meds seems more effective than without the coffee. #MigraineChat 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton Same here! I'll usually always bring sunflower seed butter with me (since nuts are one
of my triggers and it can be harder to find) and some oats. Voila! Overnight oats in your hotel room.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @thedizzycook: @LitUpMyMind @beth_morton It's good to remember other people's triggers are
not always your triggers. I have no issue wit… 

Jill Starley-Grainger @WordsByJill
@thedizzycook @beth_morton A4 I love cinnamon and ginger, so this is good news, but although I've
heard this before, despite consuming epic quantities of both, I've not noticed a significant difference.
I'm happy to keep trying, though, as I love them anyway. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q6. If there are still foods or drinks you need to avoid due to #migraine, have you found satisfying
substitutes that you can share? If you haven’t found substitutes, are there any you miss for which we
can help brainstorm recipes? #MigraineChat https://t.co/oagNVbArwF 

A. E. @AceOnFire77 
@beth_morton A5. I don't socialize much with other people. Nor do I travel with other people. If I'm
visiting with my family, that is easy. My mama has migraines and has every food you could want.
Traveling: I scope out places before I go. And I am always snackready. #MigraineChat 

Christmas Jenn 🔥 🐑 @jlms_qkw 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. If there are still foods or drinks you need to avoid due to #migraine, have you
found satisfying substitutes that you… 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
This is important. Elimination diets help "clear your slate" or "reset." Then add things back in
methodically. It's not because everything is a trigger. The goal is to figure out what is (& the fewest
possible). There are common triggers but they might not be yours. #MigraineChat 

Laura @LitUpMyMind 
Such an important thing to remember when considering headache health! 

Jessica @Schwinnjessica 
A4. Due to my increased anxiety meds (also migraine preventative) my blood pressure is on the cusp
of being too low. I need to drink a lot of water which helps with the low blood pressure and helps
decrease my migraines. #MigraineChat 

Laura @LitUpMyMind 
@thedizzycook @beth_morton I do consume a lot of both so that's why I was thinking it could be a
possible trigger. #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A6.2. I won't lie, cooking from scratch is hard with daily symptoms, so I do it on my good days and
make a lot of freezable dishes. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A6.1. I’ve reintroduced a lot, but still have to limit a lot - not only because of migraine, but IBS. That
said, taking Alicia’s advice, if I cook from scratch, I can replicate most of the dishes I miss.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
CT: This was such an active chat! I'm a little behind. Any last thoughts? Questions? Diet or related
topics we didn’t cover in today’s #MigraineChat? 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@jlms_qkw @WordsByJill @beth_morton The study was done with 600mg 3x which converts to less
than a teaspoon per serving. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
I want to thank you all for joining. Please also join me in thanking Alicia (@thedizzycook) for co-
hosting and her incredibly helpful advice during this #MigraineChat! Thank you! 

Laura @LitUpMyMind 
@beth_morton Thanks so much ladies! @thedizzycook #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Don’t forget: use #MigraineChat all month to tag questions for the community. The Facebook group is
officially closed, so please consider joining the Discord #MigraineChat. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
The #MigraineChat Discord group is a great place to socialize, vent, & ask questions between chats!
When you enter, accept the rules and all other channels will become accessible.
https://t.co/gTVxhDXZK5 

munson_jo @munson_jo 
A5: thankfully I have supportive family who don’t push me to eat/drink anything I’m not comfortable
with and understand if I need to go lay down in a dark room due to a migraine. 

Jill Starley-Grainger @WordsByJill
@Sweepea27 @beth_morton That's interesting. I wonder if there's any data about that. Suspect you
aren't alone. Would be good to know if some sweeteners were more or less likely to cause triggers.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
I'm going to take a pass through the tweets, a break, then I'll be back. Anyone joining late should feel
free to keep working through the questions. I'll also look for those resources on IBS and caffeine.
#MigraineChat 

Roe @RoeGraceM
@beth_morton [diet] I'm doing a pretty strict low histamine diet right now, and it took my migraines
down from daily & completely unresponsive to meds > weekly and somewhat responsive to meds.
#MigraineChat 
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Christmas Jenn 🔥 🐑 @jlms_qkw 
RT @beth_morton: I'm going to take a pass through the tweets, a break, then I'll be back. Anyone
joining late should feel free to keep work… 

munson_jo @munson_jo 
A6: #MigraineChat I’m new to avoiding sugar but am finding if I maintain blood sugar with healthy
snacks I don’t crave it as much. When I’ve baked with artificial sugar I have definitely not been
successful! 

Vincent Thorn @VincentThorn1 
RT @beth_morton: A5. If I’m traveling for a while, I’ll try to stay somewhere that has at least a fridge
and microwave, then buy foods that… 

A. E. @AceOnFire77 
@beth_morton A6. The beauty of comorbidities: I can't have very much sugar. However, eating
artificial sweeteners triggers hemiplegia migraines. I the sugar comes in a form of a fruit, it can be too
much for my diabetes, my geographic tongue, and my skin. Substitutions are hard. #MigraineChat 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton Thanks for having me @beth_morton! Happy to help anyone with recipe ideas
anytime. #MigraineChat 

Jessica @Schwinnjessica 
A5. I typically only socialize on the weekends (or used to). Due to the pandemic my limited
socialization got very, very minimal. The few times I've socialized in the last few months I allowed
myself a couple beers. #MigraineChat

Jessica @Schwinnjessica 
A5.a The one time I've traveled in the recent year-ish I allowed myself to drink alcohol and wine. I just
went in knowing if go through a lot of my Imatrex as well as OTC meds. #MigraineChat 

Katy @MigraineKT 
A1. Yes! I often realize a migraine is coming on after I suddenly crave and eat a lot of salty foods or
chocolate. #MigraineChat 

Katy @MigraineKT 
A2. I’ve been elimination dieting for a few months now, with the guidance of a dietitian, and it’s been
frustrating. We’ve found a few things, but I’m starting to think for just isn’t a significant trigger for me 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton I've noticed that as it becomes more common & accepted for ppl to be newly sober,
ppl are more respectful of me not drinking alcohol because it's a trigger. Have others found this to be
the case too? #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@ccbarn Ouch! I feel like injuries on top of migraine should not be allowed. Take it easy and answer
as you feel up to it. #MigraineChat 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton Meal prep on good days helps so much. Here's a good seasonal recipe that's very
easy. Before I had my baby I prepped a bunch of this soup and laid flat in my freezer to stack and
easily defrost. #MigraineChat https://t.co/T40gzeiMrX 

Jessica @Schwinnjessica 
A6. There are no true equivalent beverages to alcohol & wine. I do enjoy fruity pop (strawberry,
orange, grape) as a good alternative. I'm going to read the links @thedizzycook shared with me & her
other blog posts to see if I can occasionally enjoy a glass of wine. #MigraineChat 

Katy @MigraineKT 
A4. Caffeine has always been a secret weapon for me. It’s efficacy seems to be wearing off some, like
most management tools I use, but it can still be a day-saver. #MigraineChat 

Cblove @ccbarn 
@beth_morton Thanks. Agreed. I’m wondering about #CCI if anyone has any experience with
#Migraine and Cervical Cranial Instability. Daughter has #EDS & I’m hypermobile & the likely EDS
link. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@Schwinnjessica @thedizzycook I sometimes make mocktails. Alicia also has some recipes for that,
but even just adding fruit juice and seltzer and putting a garnish on it. If it's the holidays or a party, no
one can tell and I feel little fancier. #MigraineChat 
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Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A6: Alcohol for sure and caffeine in general are instant migraine triggers. I tried a
caffeine-free coffee a couple years back but my brain was like REJECT. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@munson_jo Sugar seems to be a tough one. Too much natural sugar can be a trigger, but so are
artificial substitutes. I wish I had ideas because you don't seem to be the only dealing with that.
#MigraineChat 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton @Schwinnjessica I swear a fancy glass works wonders.😂 #MigraineChat 

Get vaccinated *if you can* @MyTwinMN 
RT @thedizzycook: @beth_morton I have a post with some tips for traveling with vestibular migraine
here: https://t.co/bbOzBGILDn #MigraineC… 

D is definitely tired, maybe baking (she/her) @grrlintersect 
CW: food, alcohol Red wine though oddly not other types of alcohol, sometimes processed meat
products and some artificial sweeteners trigger migraine for me. I crave more sweets at certain points
during an attack but experience has taught me I should not have them. #MigraineChat 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton Yes. The people I tend to form friendships with are generally quite
aware of how toxic the culture around alcohol can be and don’t push back on it. The whole “wine
mom” thing as an identity tends to not be their thing. Thankfully. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@AceOnFire77 @Schwinnjessica For #MigraineChat: A couple studies on #migraine and IBS:
https://t.co/8nHUVMTt06 https://t.co/A4DnK4qG1K 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@beth_morton A1: Red wine is my only surefire, always guaranteed trigger. I tend to crave junk food
carbs & sweets in prodome. Which does not play well with my diabetes! Luckily my primary care
doctor is incredibly supportive and doesn’t push diet culture bs on me. #MigraineChat 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@AceOnFire77 @beth_morton So much solidarity! #MigraineChat 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@beth_morton A6: Not really. I can’t tolerate red wine, and I still miss red wine sangria from time to
time. I make a gorgeous winter white wine sangria, but it’s just not the same. #MigraineChat 

D is definitely tired, maybe baking (she/her) @grrlintersect 
Cw: food A2 by tracking symptoms food and things like exercise on a spreadsheet before accessible
migraine tracking apps was something I had at my disposal. Then trying elimination or reduction of
those things in my diet to see if it helped. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@LitUpMyMind @jlms_qkw Short story: Unless you are sensitive, you can have up to 3 cups a day
(best before noon, at same time of day, same amount, etc). If you're sensitive, taper off. Maybe still
use occasionally as abortive (w/wo meds). #migrainechat https://t.co/gc8JC6I8Ke 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton [alcohol] Red wine was a clear trigger for me but white wine is fine. It was very sad
while I was in Spain until I found white wine sangrias. I used to think chocolate was a trigger but I’ve
since learned it’s very much chocolate cravings is my prodrome. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@ccbarn @OneSickVet It's hard. Diet helps my IBS. It mostly confused me when it came to migraine.
I tried it as a last ditch effort & sometimes, adding things in, I wonder if anxiety is my trigger now. So I
get it. I wish there was more research to guide us but no pharma $ in that! #MigraineChat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton A4. Making sure I stay hydrated helps increase my threshold. In addition, missing my
morning #tea can definitely provoke a caffeine withdrawal headache that sometimes turns into a
migraine attack. I use caffeinated beverages and water a lot during a migraine attack. #MigraineChat 
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D is definitely tired, maybe baking (she/her) @grrlintersect 
CW: food A3 I gave of red wine entirely I miss it quite a lot and I’ve heard about some things that
might let me have it again and I am interested in exploring that, i try to avoid sweeteners and
approach sometimes triggers with care, helps doesn’t eliminate. #MigraineChat 

UncoveredMyths @UncoveredMyths 
RT @beth_morton: @jlms_qkw @thedizzycook @MaeNena73 It's probably individual, but
nightshades are high histamine (peppers, eggplant, tomato…

UncoveredMyths @UncoveredMyths 
RT @munson_jo: A3: sugary sweets as a trigger is a new thing for me so I’ve been slowly avoiding
them (of course near Halloween  ♀  ♀ )… 

D is definitely tired, maybe baking (she/her) @grrlintersect 
CW: food A4 Coffee and tea regularly, if I’m having a particularly intense nausea sometimes having a
flat Ginger ale with lime and salt added, consumed slowly and slightly cool but not cold will help me
keep meds down. #migrainechat 

UncoveredMyths @UncoveredMyths 
RT @munson_jo: A2: #MigraineChat I did a food diary when I was 11 and started getting migraines.
Now I try and remember what I ate in the 2… 

D is definitely tired, maybe baking (she/her) @grrlintersect 
RT @thedizzycook: @beth_morton I have a post with some tips for traveling with vestibular migraine
here: https://t.co/bbOzBGILDn #MigraineC… 

Faye Loves Kaiju @Gothfarts1 
RT @thedizzycook: @beth_morton I have a post with some tips for traveling with vestibular migraine
here: https://t.co/bbOzBGILDn #MigraineC… 

D is definitely tired, maybe baking (she/her) @grrlintersect 
CW: food A5 I can usually avoid alcohol related triggers, artificial sweeteners are harder and to some
extent when traveling I’ve just accepted I need to build time for attacks into socializing and traveling
plans because of all of the triggers I can’t control. #MigraineChat 

D is definitely tired, maybe baking (she/her) @grrlintersect 
CW: alcohol A6 I don’t miss artificial sweeteners and nothing quite replaces red wine for me but
prolonged skin contact white wine/orange wine comes as close to a good red as I’ve found without
triggering an attack for me. #MigraineChat 

Erica Maddalena Ducas @sickfemme 
RT @grrlintersect: CW: food A5 I can usually avoid alcohol related triggers, artificial sweeteners are
harder and to some extent when trav… 

Christmas Jenn 🔥 🐑 @jlms_qkw 
RT @beth_morton: @LitUpMyMind @jlms_qkw Short story: Unless you are sensitive, you can have
up to 3 cups a day (best before noon, at same t… 

Christina Emmett @ChristinaEmmett 
@beth_morton A6. I gave up red wine as the more I limited it the worse my reaction seemed to be.
Tonic water might be a trigger so I’ve been limiting G&T. I’ve learned to appreciate white wine on my
good runs but my alcohol consumption is ⬇  these days #MigraineChat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
RT @thedizzycook: @LitUpMyMind @beth_morton It's good to remember other people's triggers are
not always your triggers. I have no issue wit… 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton A2. Never did elimination diets for migraine. I did a no-dairy diet for chronic pelvic pain
& I was miserable, w not much pain benefit. The only good thing was it got me to try oat milk for the
first time and that is now what I put on my tea because it’s delicious. #migrainechat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton A2 cont. As a headache specialist, I don’t generally recommend elimination diets for
my patients if it’s gonna affect their quality of life. Removing one or two things are fine but removing a
whole category may not be worth it. But that’s an individual decision. #MigraineChat 

Dr! RK Crosby @ktxby 
@WordsByJill @Sweepea27 @beth_morton Artificial sweeteners are a well known and studied
trigger. Decent studies on aspartame and sucralose in particular. #migrainechat 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@ktxby @CSWhiteMD My question wasn't specific & I am not familiar w/the RPAH elimination diet. I
suspected histamine & tyramine, among other migraine triggers like alcohol & nitrates, so I worked
w/an RD on an elimination diet & reintroduction plan similar to my IBS diet. #MigraineChat 

Dr! RK Crosby @ktxby 
@beth_morton @CSWhiteMD I've only just woken up so sorry if this isn't clear: the condition targeted
diet - whether HYH, FODMAP, IBS, whatever - are all only taking a swing in the dark and rarely
*teach* you about food chemicals and thresholds. (cont) #MigraineChat 

Dr! RK Crosby @ktxby 
@beth_morton @CSWhiteMD A diagnostic elimination diet removes everything except really bland
safe foods, then you challenge one by one to find which chemicals you are sensitive to. It's purpose is
to diagnose, it's a short term test not a long term plan. (cont) #MigraineChat

Dr! RK Crosby @ktxby 
@beth_morton @CSWhiteMD The RPAH elimination diet is the gold standard here used by hospitals
and dieticians when dealing with food sensitive people https://t.co/6Mbi99v22O We interviewed Anne
Swain (who developed it in her PhD) in 2020 https://t.co/VYZ34dGYla (cont) #MigraineChat 

Chakra Lavender @ChakraLavender 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. Do you see a correlation between your #migraine attacks and what you eat or
drink (i.e., are these a trigger and/or do… 

Brooklyn Stinson ☮ @abandonedladder 
Okay. While I am very very grateful to have gotten into my neurological specialist months before I
expected to, and to be on new daily medication that seems to be working, the new triptan I took today
at the onset of a migraine is really knocking me for six. #MigraineChat https://t.co/9q6LiyyK13 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@LitUpMyMind I eliminated it all together cause it's awful for me. But I think it seems to be better
tolerated by people with pain over vestibular symptoms from what I've seen on Dizzy Cook.
#MigraineChat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton A4. Making sure I stay hydrated helps increase my threshold. In
addition, missing my morning #tea can definitel…

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @thedizzycook: @beth_morton Meal prep on good days helps so much. Here's a good seasonal
recipe that's very easy. Before I had my baby I… 

Pandemic Barbie @adelee23 
@beth_morton A3. I cut out caffeine completely. It caused vertigo with my VM. Limit wine, domestic
beer is fine in moderation. I’ve been able to reintroduce most foods with the exception of soy and
yogurt. 😵 💫 I also watch my sodium intake. I cook and freeze a lot. #MigraineChat 

Pandemic Barbie @adelee23 
@beth_morton A2. I kept a food diary, used Migraine Buddy app but some of it was intuitive- foods
that always gave me problems were now causing VM attacks so I looked at what was the common
thread. I know they say MSG isn’t a bad but that’s what led to me watching my sodium #MigraineChat 

Pandemic Barbie @adelee23 
@beth_morton A2 cont- caffeine was just “food poisoning” experience. Worst VM attack of my life
after a cup of coffee and I just could never touch it again. Took months to work up the will power to try
decaf for the ritual. 18 mo. later I had my first caffeine free Diet Coke  #MigraineChat 

La Fée Ministe 💉💉 @La_Fee_Ministe 
@beth_morton I told most of my friends about my migraine diet. Some have been great about it and
had some options for me at parties. Today, I treated myself to a chocolate ice cream after a (minor but
painful) surgery! #MigraineChat 

La Fée Ministe 💉💉 @La_Fee_Ministe 
@thedizzycook @beth_morton I have brought an alcohol free sparkling wine at a party 
#MigraineChat 

La Fée Ministe 💉💉 @La_Fee_Ministe 
@beth_morton I used the wine “tea bags” that I found on @thedizzycook website in case of
emergencies ;) I was able to have red wine last Christmas with the extended family. Not sure whether
it altered the taste though! #MigraineChat 
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La Fée Ministe 💉💉 @La_Fee_Ministe 
@beth_morton I would love to find decaffeinated matcha 🍵! I have replaced caffeinated drinks by
various tasty non-caffeinated drinks but do miss the caffeine boost of course #MigraineChat 

La Fée Ministe 💉💉 @La_Fee_Ministe 
@beth_morton Maintaining a diary when I (voluntarily or inadvertently) have food or drink on the
restricted/forbidden list #MigraineChat 

La Fée Ministe 💉💉 @La_Fee_Ministe 
@CSWhiteMD @beth_morton I had two neuro-otologists who followed me and they had a very
different approach (one highly strict and the other one looser/try-and-see). I typically follow the strict
one in bad patches and relax when I feel better #MigraineChat 

La Fée Ministe 💉💉 @La_Fee_Ministe 
@S_Elrahi @CSWhiteMD @beth_morton Same! I had to branch out to white (discovered grüner
which I now love!) and orange wines, which make me more adventurous as opposed to the classical
French wines that I used to drink #MigraineChat 

Tinu Abayomi-Paul Empress of Twerk Thirst My Line @Tinu 
Saturday - kids Sunday - more beloved kids #LupusChat if I'm lucky Monday - recover from so-called
weekend/ #MigraineChat if I do t have one & can get up in time Tuesday - maybe three hours of
podcast work/prep & a half hour nap per each work hour Advocacy work 

Brooklyn Stinson ☮ @abandonedladder 
Hey #MigraineChat folks: I’m looking for an app that gives pressure forecasts for migraines that’s free
or cheap. The Migraine Buddy premium is extortionate, which makes me think this might be because
they all are, but hoping a crowd-sourced solution might turn up a gem… https://t.co/Lat3m2RQoG 

Migraine Australia @migraineaus 
RT @abandonedladder: Hey #MigraineChat folks: I’m looking for an app that gives pressure forecasts
for migraines that’s free or cheap. The… 

Kristin 💉💉 💉 mini2z(zee) @mini2z
RT @beth_morton: Q1. Do you see a correlation between your #migraine attacks and what you eat or
drink (i.e., are these a trigger and/or do… 

Stickman Communications ltd @stickmancrips 
This thread has some useful personal experiences re food triggers for #migraine 

Chris @ChrisDisability 
Ginger things (chews, tea, soda etc) for all the nausea. Also peppermint for nausea. I think
dehydration is a trigger, so water. Caffeine. #MigraineChat 

Chris @ChrisDisability 
Discovering triggers like dehydration through Migraine Buddy. The different options for triggers or
symptoms have helped me learn more about why I get migraines and what to do to fix them. I know
my major triggers, but still learning. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@ChrisDisability Oh, yes! I didn’t have an answer for this Q and was going to say just “no, nothing”
but these are all things that I use and help me, too! Thanks for the reminder. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@PeriwinkleWink The difficulty of trying to manage diets for more than one condition came up a few
times. I’m glad that following the one for hemochromatosis helps migraine indirectly, so you don’t need
to be more restrictive. #MigraineChat 

Barbara Talkington (she/her) @BKTalkington 
IMO, The worst part of migraines is that are an invisible disability. Others can’t look at you and know
you’re sick and in pain. #migrainechat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
.@TheraSpecs giving me life today. What a relief. I need to wear them more. #migraine #migrainechat
#neurotwitter https://t.co/Erg2jq6R7h 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
RT @JosephCoe: .@TheraSpecs giving me life today. What a relief. I need to wear them more.
#migraine #migrainechat #neurotwitter https:… 
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four-color process | (rip pappy) @ind3fatigable 
Ooh, might need to look into these. #adhd #headache #lightsensitivity 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @ind3fatigable: Ooh, might need to look into these. #adhd #headache #lightsensitivity 

Ody @OdyO11 
Calling the #ChronicIllness community around the world. Your signature can make a difference.
There's a real chance to reach 50.000 signatures and have a hearing at 🇩🇪 Bundestag. Please help
this petition reach its goal! #hEDS #EDS #MCAS #fibromyalgia #migrainechat #CCI 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
My typing is also not as fluid, but I feel like I can correct that faster and so it is less obvious (though,
you may have noticed all the typos I make on here - read this twice, corrected one, before hitting
Tweet). #MigraineChat #NEISvoid 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
Oh shit I totally forgot, I want to write up a piece about Nurtec for prevention. I have 2 likely similar
negative responses but would like to include anyone with positive or no side effect responses.
#MigraineChat 

Lori  @loridennis604 
#migrainechat #chronicpain #chronicillness #migraine 

Louis Tharp @LouisTharp 
RT @JosephCoe: .@TheraSpecs giving me life today. What a relief. I need to wear them more.
#migraine #migrainechat #neurotwitter https:… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Jeeezus, I didn’t even notice until NOW I got the #MigraineChat hashtag wrong TOO and you all were
too nice to say anything. 😂 

JayOhpixie @JayOh09994991 
Hi Twitter  anyone one have any tips for dealing with migraines? Wouldn’t wish this on my worst
enemy. #migraine #migrainechat #ouch 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @JayOh09994991: Hi Twitter  anyone one have any tips for dealing with migraines? Wouldn’t
wish this on my worst enemy. #migraine #migra… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@chattyknana @NeiSvoid I think you’re trying to help, but I am working w/multiple headache
specialists. I do everything I can with what I have access to. These are on my radar. One rule of
#MigraineChat is no unsolicited advice, so please honoring that. This tweet did not ask for advice. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @HemingwayMuse: Oh shit I totally forgot, I want to write up a piece about Nurtec for prevention. I
have 2 likely similar negative respo… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @OdyO11: Calling the #ChronicIllness community around the world. Your signature can make a
difference. There's a real chance to reach 5… 

Frigid bitch winter @FreshVegetable6 
RT @OdyO11: Calling the #ChronicIllness community around the world. Your signature can make a
difference. There's a real chance to reach 5… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@thebriz4 @beth_morton If I get this piece published this week I’ll make sure to tag you so you can
see a few experiences! Otherwise search “#MigraineChat Nurtec” and you should see some
discussions so far between a few people who have tried it! 
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Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
RT @HemingwayMuse: Oh shit I totally forgot, I want to write up a piece about Nurtec for prevention. I
have 2 likely similar negative respo… 

Alexis S Mobley, MS (she/her) @AlexisSMobley 
RT @HemingwayMuse: Oh shit I totally forgot, I want to write up a piece about Nurtec for prevention. I
have 2 likely similar negative respo… 
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